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Colonel Britton’s 4-2nd Weekly Talk

NEWS FOR EUROPE IN MORSE

COLONEL BRITTON ANNOUNCES NET; PROGRAMME

Following is the script of Colonel Britton's Talk to

"V" Army at 11,15 p.m, to-night

Last week I gave an official warning that the Royal Air Force intended

again to bomb factories working in occupied Europe for Germany.

I am asked to repeat this warning.

It is a warning to our friends.

We must, and we shall, attack certain factories which are helping Nazi

Germany.

In some cases these factories are in the heart of countries overrun by the

Germans - countries which we are pledged to liberate, and the people working in

these factories are not Germans, but Frenchmen or Belgians or Dutchmen or people
of other nationalities who are being used by the Germans,

We do not want to bomb these people - we're fighting for their freedom as

well as ours - but we should be doing Europe a x->oor service if we allowed such

considerations to tie our hands and thus postponed even for a short time the

victory which will belong to them as well as to us.

So wo warn our friends again that we shall attack those factories and we

advise our friends to keep away from any work that is helping Hitler. If they are

forced to work in these factories they should demand vigorously that they are

given proper protection against bombing attacks.

The Royal Air Force is coming.

And now I want to talk to you about something else.

London broadcasts now to Europe in 23 different languages and Dr.Goebbels

uses hundreds of wireless transmitters to jam the London broadcasts.

I think few people will be in any doubt as to why the Germans and Italians

are so terrified that you shall hear the voice of London. It’s because they know

we tell the truth. And they can't afford to let Europe hear the truth.

In Britain there is nothing to prevent anyone listening to a German or any

other kind of broadcast -no death penalty, no prison and no fine. And in Britain

we don*t use our wireless transmitters to jam German lies; we consider they're
better used in broadcasting truth. And I can tell you that nothing is broadcast

from London unless it is believed to be the truth.

Well now, we’re always trying to find ways of overcoming German jamming so

that you can hear the truth about what’s happening.

I've suggested to you in the past that you should form listening groups so

that the news is passed on. And I've suggested that if you have difficulty in

hearing London broadcasting in your own language you should try listening to our

broadcasts in English or some other language that you understand. Then you can

turn yourself into a kind of talking newspaper, telling your friends what you've
heard.
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Now I want to tell you of a new way in which we' re
going to send news to Europe, Listen to this;

("V V V NEWS FROM LONDON V V V") (tapoed out
slowly on Morse buzzer,)

* expect you recognised the beginning and the ending
Tmw ’ff lS a signal which gave the letter V three times

tiSes aga£f
S mM LOMD°N"

and then the V th?ee *

Those of you who understand Morse - and I know there are many thousands
of you - will be interested to hear that London is going to transmit short news

bulletins in Morse, dii addition to the ordinary broadcast service.

They're going to begin on Saturday night, or rather early
on Sunday morning. They'll be broadcast in English,

French and German,

In a moment I'll give you the exact times and wavelengths and you might
bo getting out a pencil and paper to make a note of them.

We're going to transmit these short nows bulletins in Morse at a very slow

speed, at about 12 words a minute. In fact at this speed: here are the words

"News from London,"

("News from London" tapped out at the right speed,)

Each news bulletin will take about 15 minutes and it will be repeated all

over again Immediately afterwards.

Now here arc the times and wavelengths* We shall use two wavelengths -

short wave 49,59 metres: medium wave 261 metres.

The English bulletin will begin at half an hour after midnight Greenwich

Moan Time, That's 2,30 a,rn. Central European Summer Time, It'll go on for

a quarter of cm hour and then the whole bulletin will be repeated so that if

you've missed anything you'll have a second chance to get it.

The English transmission will end at 1 a,m, Greenwich Time - 3 o'clock

Central European Time - and the French Transmission in Morse •'will then begin.

This mil go on in the same way for 15 minuses and will then be repeated.

At 1,30 a,m, Greenwich Time - 3*30 Central European Time - the German

transmission in Morse will begin and this too will last for 15 minutes and then

be repeated.

I'll just give you the details again.

These daily transmissions will begin in the early hours of Sunday morning,

March 22,

The first in English at 2,30 a,m. Central European Summer Time,

The second in French at 3 a,m, Central European Time,

And the third in German at 3*30 a,m. Central* European Time,

The wavelengths arc 49,59 and 261 metres.

As I said,these news bulletins will be lapped out in Morse at the rate of

12 words a minute. They will consist therefore of only about 170 words

altogether. But they'll be important words - the true news of the day.

I hope that many of you who know Morse will listen to these bulletins

and take them down and circulate them. And I hope that many of you will take

the trouble to learn Morse, (The V was very easy to learn wasn't it?)

This Morse Service may "become extremely important later on.

And now I*ll say good luck to you. And here it is in Morse,

"GOOD LUCK TO YOU - V V V" tapped out in Morse,)

BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION
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